Sectional pieces with one arm are designed to be used as end pieces on sectional configurations. This sheet explains the difference between “left” or “right” one-armed modular pieces and armed sectional configurations. Please note: Not all components and configurations are available for all collections.

COMPONENTS
Pieces are named “left-” or “right-” arm by the position of the arm as you face the piece. See illustrations below.

SET CONFIGURATIONS
The common component for all optional left/right sectionals is a one-armed love seat. Therefore, sectional configurations are named by the arm on the love seat when facing the sectional, as shown by the illustrations below.
HOW TO ORDER A SECTIONAL CONFIGURATION

Sectionals may be ordered in one of two ways:
1. As modular components to create a custom sectional configuration.
2. As sectional configurations listed online.

MODULAR COMPONENTS
Modular components may be ordered to create a custom sectional configuration that best fits the needs of a room.

One arm modular pieces are named “Left” or “Right” based on the position of the arm as you face the piece. Refer to the diagrams on the other side of this tool for reference.

When placing orders for modular pieces of a sectional configuration, it is important to understand how the actual pieces will be arranged in the room to ensure the correct configuration is ordered.

SECTIONAL SETS
Our most popular and common sectionals are offered in pre-determined configurations. All pre-determined sectional configurations include a one-armed love seat component, and the configuration is named according to that component.

For example, the sectional configuration below is a Pearce Left-Arm 3-piece sectional with a Wedge, because the love seat component has a left arm.

![Diagram of Pearce Left-Arm 3-piece sectional with a Wedge]